An important presentation and you're stuck in traffic and late! Instead of arriving cool, calm and collected you are hot and bothered with stress levels that are sky high. Wouldn't it be much easier if you didn't have to leave your office to give your presentation?

Wouldn't it be much easier to have a web conferencing tool that is so simple to use that a new user can be delivering their first presentation in under 15 minutes?

Web conferencing is the fastest growing application in the conferencing services sector as more and more companies tasked with reducing their bottom line are seeking new, innovative ways to conduct their day to day business.

MeetingZone Presenter is a web conferencing tool that enables you to give remote presentations via the Internet in conjunction with an audio conference call. At your fingertips you have a host of tools, including the essentials, to present PowerPoint slides, diagrams, pictures and hold on-line audience polls, to as many people as you like, simultaneously and instantly. You can choose to schedule a conference or start one immediately.

Unlike many other web presentation applications, anybody with a standard web browser can take part in a MeetingZone Presenter session. There is no need to install complicated software or change computer settings. Additionally, it is very firewall friendly and doesn't conflict with firewalls in the way that many other conventional web conferencing tools do.

Why Choose MeetingZone Presenter

- Reservationless, fully automated service platform available 24/7
- Internet based application so very "firewall friendly"
- Integrated with Outlook for scheduling conferences
- Fully integrated with audio conferencing account
- On-line billing and reporting functions
Enabling Effective Communication

- Publish PowerPoint slides, Word and Excel on the web, enhancing the effectiveness of live demonstrations and team meetings
- Have multiple presenters with control passing
- Send video of the presenter via webcam
- Collaborate with multiple people in remote locations through application and desktop sharing
- Allow remote control of a participant desktop or application to solve issues
- Transfer files instantly to meeting participants
- Chat – host or participant initiated
- Conduct polling and solicit feedback from attendees
- Use pointer and annotation tools to highlight discussion items
- Waiting room feature for guests who arrive before presentation started
- Record your entire conference for web streaming
- Lock your conference
- 128 bit SSL encryption for secure online web meetings

The MeetingZone Difference

- Easy to use, feature rich conference management application
- Simple, intuitive user interface for all users at all skill levels
- Presenter runs on a wide range of operating systems and browsers
- Webcam enabled for speaker viewing
- No download or firewall issues
- Presenter is Powered by IBM

Try us—you’ll be impressed

Additional features

- Integration with Outlook for easy scheduling, starting, or joining meetings
- Integrated control of audio conference
- After conference email summary
- Billing memo field

System Requirements

Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/Vista or Server2003
Internet Explorer 6.0 and 7.0, Firefox 2.0 and 3.0 browser
Mac OS X with Firefox or Apple Safari 1.1
Linux, Unix, or Solaris with Mozilla 1.0+
Macromedia Flash 8.0 or higher
Cookies and Scripting enabled in browser
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